Grammar-Speak Terms

Parts of Speech:
   Noun (count and non-count); pronouns; adjective, verb, adverb, prepositions, conjunction

Parts of a Sentence:
   Subject; predicate, compound subject and verb; direct object, indirect object; predicate nominative; predicate adjective

Phrases:
   Prepositional phrase; participial phrase; gerund phrase; infinitive phrase; appositive

Clauses:
   Adjective clause (including knowledge of ‘relative pronouns’); noun clause; adverb clause (including knowledge of subordinating conjunctives)

Sentences:
   By structure: simple; compound; complex; compound-complex
   By mood: indicative; imperative; interrogative; exclamatory; subjunctive

Verbs:
   Infinitive
   Transitive/intransitive
   Regular/irregular
   Voice: active and passive

Modals

Comparatives and superlatives